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When it comes to heavy duty cleaning jobs, industrial pressure washers are one of the most efficient
and powerful choices you can make. Output pressure levels and temperature of the water is high,
resulting in a fantastic cleaning experience. Lately, models are coming out with pressures as high as
8000 PSI and water temperatures of nearly 330 degrees Fahrenheit.

The usefulness of an industrial pressure washer doesn't end with high power. They are also
designed with specific cleaning tasks in mind. Low flow pressure washers with not as high of PSI
are good for auto detailing, while high power PSI pressure washers are more suited towards super
industrial degreasing. Reading further into this article, you'll discover the many uses for industrial
pressure washers.

1. Graffiti Removal

Removing graffiti doesn't require that a machine be of a super high PSI. Usually, for graffiti removal,
you can get by with a 3000 PSI machine with no problems. The more powerful PSI levels are
reserved for extra difficult tasks like industrial degreasing of objects and property.

2. Hard Surface Washing

Using high pressure to cleans floors and other hard surface areas are ideal for places like
restaurants, hotels, commercial buildings, and educational areas. For indoor cleaning jobs, the best
option would be to use an electric pressure washer. They don't create exhaust, which keeps the air
clean and the humidity down, and they also run much quieter than gasoline models.

3. Super Degreasing

This has been labeled the toughest of all cleaning tasks for good reason. The pressure and water
temperature required to remove substantial amounts of grease requires the use of a 3000+ PSI
machine at the very least. The higher the PSI output of the machine, the easier the cleaning process
becomes. A high power industrial pressure washer will be able to easily remove dirt, grease, dust,
and oil without any problems.

4. Auto Detailing

Pressure washers are great for detailing automobiles. However, one thing to keep in mind is to not
let the pressure exceed 1500 PSI. Anything higher than that may strip the paint and cause other
damage to the body of a vehicle. Flow rates should also be low to avoid incurring fines for extreme
water run off.

There is specific pressure washers designed just for auto detailing. They feature high water
temperatures, low flow rates, and low output pressure levels. The perfect combination for getting
cars the cleanest they can be. These portable machines can be used for large scale detailing
operations.
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Are you looking for reviews of the a best power washer in 2012? Visit me on Squidoo and discover
my other lens a best chain saw and read more a appliance reviews!
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